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Linguistic interfaces in Korean poetry of Chosǒn times

Abstract:
The language situation in Chosǒn times has been notoriously difficult to described. The
term diglossia which had provided the framework for the study of the relationship between
the written medium of Literary Sinitic and the spoken and written Korean vernacular for
many years has been “ditched” by Ross King with very good arguments, with no more
suitable replacement having come forward yet. We observe equally chronic difficulties in
understanding translation processes between the different linguistic codes available to
Chosǒn literati. This presentation will attempt to add to the understanding of the purpose
and function of such intertextual and interlinguistic practices, based on a hermeneutical
distinction between the terms (and processes of) “translation”, i.e. making a text available
to non-speakers of the source language; “transcoding”, i.e. transpositions from one
linguistic code to another with conscious use of the codes‘ properties; and “code
switching”, i.e. making use of different linguistic codes within the same text. The sources
used will be (vernacular) sijo and (Literary Sinitic) hansi that have been treated by modern
scholarship as either “translation” or as “original work”, a distinction that will become
blurred in the process.
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